EGSC Meeting, April 20th, 2018, Weil 307

- EGSC won the professional development award from SAI
  - Mostly due to Mental Health Workshop
- Results from survey sent to grad engineering students
  - Response was half PhD, half Masters
  - Best time for events is after 5pm
  - Department notification was rate as best method
  - Feedback on mental health and wellness
    - Should be shorter
    - Good support for another year
- Social is at Lake Wauburg
  - April 28th, 11-3pm
  - Rented Cypress lodge
  - Have RSVP deadline for food to remain in budget
- Surf 2018
  - May 26th to August 3rd
  - Email Mike if you are interested in helping out
    - Get to go on trips!
- Newsletter is coming out Friday, April 27, 2018
  - Email any suggestions
- Open floor discussion
  - Suggestion from MSE
    - Townhall with department chair allowed for good conversation